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Standards 90932  90933  90934

Part A: Commentary
Candidates are advised to read each question carefully and answer it accordingly. A few candidates
gave what seem to be rote-learned responses rather than answering the question in the paper which
restricted their level of achievement.

Part B: Report on Standards

90932:  Demonstrate understanding of aspects of carbon chemistry
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• drew accurate structural formulae
• related the number of carbons to the boiling point
• identified that alkenes have a double bond while alkanes only have a single bond
• stated that monomers join together to form a long chain
• identified that crude oil was a mixture of different hydrocarbons
• stated that smaller hydrocarbons have a lower boiling point
• identified that the tower has a temperature gradient and is cooler at the top or hotter at the bottom
• recognised that cracking involved breaking a long hydrocarbon chain into smaller ones
• recognised that hydrocarbons only contain hydrogen and carbon atoms
• recognised that methanol contains an oxygen atom
• described that methanol would mix with water but heptane would not
• described the flame colour observed in complete and incomplete combustion
• described the effect of an incomplete combustion product on human health
• described an advantage of burning methanol.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• showed little understanding of the terms atom, molecule, ion or intermolecular force and used these
in incorrect contexts

• did not draw organic structures correctly; adding/missing atoms or gave incorrect functional groups
• drew polyethene instead of polypropene
• failed to relate the number of carbons to the boiling point
• referred to the C-C bond as an intermolecular force
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• did not understand the process of polymerisation
• did not state that propene only contained single carbon bonds
• did not understand what crude oil is
• incorrectly stated that distillation breaks up hydrocarbons
• stated that small hydrocarbons were light so floated to the top
• identified a colour change or did not give an observation when mixing heptane and methanol with

water
• identified that liquids were polar or non-polar but gave no other detail
• did not write combustion equations
• described an environmental effect of incomplete combustion
• identified CO2 as a product of incomplete combustion.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• related the boiling point of propene to the number of carbons and the strength of the intermolecular
forces

• described how monomers join together by breaking the double bonds to form new single bonds
between monomers

• described how the mixture of hydrocarbons needed to be separated in order to be useful
• linked the size of the hydrocarbon to its boiling point and the height of the collection point in the

tower
• linked cracking to a chemical process as new products were formed
• recognised that heptane only contains hydrogen and carbon atoms whereas methanol contained

an oxygen
• linked observations to either its solubility or the attraction between molecules and water
• wrote correct symbol equations but left them unbalanced or balanced incorrectly
• explained in detail at least one effect of incomplete combustion on human health
• explained in detail one advantage of using methanol as a fuel.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• drew polypropene correctly
• explained how propene molecules are linked via the breaking of double carbon–carbon bonds to

form single carbon–carbon bonds between monomers and contrasted this to propane being unable
to form polymers due to it only containing single bonds

• made a comparative statement of the differences between fractional distillation and cracking
• linked boiling point and solubility to the strength of attractive forces between molecules
• wrote a balanced symbol equation for the complete combustion of either heptane or methanol
• explained in detail the health effects of two products of incomplete combustion.

Standard specific comments

While most candidates had a good understanding of how to draw alkanes, alkenes and alcohols, a
significant number of candidates were unable to draw the structure of polypropene, instead drawing
polyethene.

A number of candidates referred to the breaking of carbon-carbon bonds when discussing boiling point.

90933:  Demonstrate understanding of aspects of selected elements
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• were able to write electron configurations for elements
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• identified specific elements as either losing or gaining electrons when forming ions
• described physical properties of metals / non-metals
• described relative reactivity of specific metals
• stated observations for reactions with water
• stated uses of metals relating to their specific properties
• described what alloys are and / or desirable properties that can be achieved through alloying
• completed word equations for reactions
• described property/properties of ammonia / chlorine / ozone.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• confused electron loss / gain in ion formation of metals / non-metals
• confused the symbols / names of elements
• did not recall trends in groups on the periodic table
• did not give observations for chemical reactions specific to this standard
• did not describe benefits or desirable properties of an alloy
• incorrectly described the relative reactivity of specific metals even though an activity series was

provided
• showed no understanding of how a sacrificial metal can be useful for iron / steel protection
• did not complete word equations for reactions (often including reagents which were irrelevant to

the specific reaction)
• did not show understanding of what a physical property is.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• linked the type of ion formed to the position of the element on the periodic table including specific
numbers of electrons lost / gained

• showed a detailed understanding of the behaviour of metals reacting with water or hydrochloric
acid including trends moving up or down the group

• wrote unbalanced (or incorrectly balanced) symbol equations for reactions
• linked relevant physical / chemical properties of a metal to its use in an alloy
• explained how a more desirable property can be obtained through alloying
• linked the activity series to the suitability of sacrificial protection of iron / steel with zinc
• explained how the properties / behaviour of chlorine or ozone link to their use as a disinfectant.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• discussed how different elements could become ions in relation to their position on the periodic
table including detail of how the overall charge resulted

• showed a detailed understanding (with accurate observations) of the behaviour of metals reacting
with water and hydrochloric acid including trends moving up or down the group

• wrote balanced symbol equations for specific reactions
• linked relevant physical / chemical properties of metals to their use in alloys
• linked the activity series to the suitability of sacrificial protection of iron / steel with zinc including

the consequences of all of the zinc having reacted
• showed comprehensive understanding of the properties / behaviour of chlorine and ozone linking

this to their use as disinfectants.

Standard specific comments

Some candidates were held back by attempting to utilise rote learned answers for specific questions
from previous years and not conveying clear, situation specific understanding. This was particularly
evident with galvanising often being thoroughly discussed when addressing the use of sacrificial metal
blocks on the outside of a ship.

Atomic structure and organisation of the Periodic Table, overall, appears to be well understood.
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Many candidates did not have knowledge of concentrated sulphuric acids ability to act as a dehydrating
agent (this is included in Explanatory Note 5 of the Achievement Standard).

Knowledge of properties and behaviour of either aqueous chlorine or ozone was relatively well conveyed.

90934:  Demonstrate understanding of aspects of chemical reactions
Candidates who were awarded Achievement commonly:

• were able to assign reaction types to specific examples
• recalled basic colours and observations
• completed word equations
• were able to describe displacement reactions using the activity series
• were able to describe precipitation reactions as two solutions mixing to form an insoluble solid.

Candidates who were assessed as Not Achieved commonly:

• did not assign reaction types to examples
• did not recall colours and observations
• did not distinguish between ions and atoms when using formulae
• did not know the formula for oxygen gas
• did not interpret the activity series correctly
• mixed up soluble and insoluble
• did not use the precipitate rules
• misunderstood the nature of spectator ions – many candidates stating that spectator ions bonded

together in solution
• incorrectly thought a Bunsen burner flame was composed of oxygen
• did not understand that a compound does not mean a solution
• incorrectly thought that the relative attraction between the spectator ion and the two metal ions

was the driving force behind displacement
• incorrectly stated that electron transfer occurred in precipitation reactions
• used the words “bonded with” “reacted with” “joined to” in situations where that did not occur for

example the metal ion and anion in displacement solutions.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Merit commonly:

• linked accurate observations to species/reactants/products
• wrote word equations
• completed symbol equations
• explained displacement by linking the process to atoms and ions or electron transfer
• explained precipitation reactions as two solutions combining to form an insoluble solid and linked

to the specific substances/observations or ions
• wrote a logical process for identifying unknowns and could link this to observations and formulae.

Candidates who were awarded Achievement with Excellence commonly:

• wrote balanced formulae and net ionic equations
• consistently recalled observations including states and linked them to species/reactants/products
• explained displacement by linking the process of a more reactive metal losing electrons and forming

an ion in solution, to a less reactive metal ion gaining those electrons and forming a metal
• explained precipitation reactions as two named solutions mixing to form an insoluble solid

(precipitate) with ions attracted to each other in a soluble solution of spectator ions and linking to
observations where required.
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• gave a logical process for identifying unknowns linked to observations and formulae, and supported
by balanced ionic equations.
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